MASTER’S DEGREES IN
Information Networking, Security and Mobile & IoT Engineering
The INI Difference

Customizable Curriculum

Real-World Project Experience

Supportive Culture
Meet Our Students
“The INI experience changed me for life. It opened my mind to see the world in a different way, be curious about new challenges and lift the next generation of technologists.”

LUZA JARAMILLO, ’11
Senior Security GRC Program Manager, Electronic Arts
“My experience at INI was life-changing. It taught me the meaning of hard work. What’s most important in succeeding as an entrepreneur is the spirit to challenge the norm, and the grit to get up repeatedly after being knocked down.”

ROHYT BELANI, ’02
CEO, Cofense
“Graduate school helped me think and approach problem-solving differently. I learned so much during my undergraduate program at Hampton and CMU allowed me to apply what I’d already learned while also gaining much more knowledge.”

SAMANTHA ALLEN, ‘15
Cyber Security Engineer, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
“After four years of studying computer science, I felt there was still a lot to learn. INI is the best place for computer systems study – I use that knowledge every day in my work!”

ZOE LIN, ‘18
Software Engineer,
Hadoop/Spark Team at LinkedIn
“At my internship, I did ethical hacking for clients that are some of the biggest tech companies in the world. Thanks to the advanced topics I learned at the INI, I impressed my employer. INI is the best choice I made in my life!”

SAMUEL SABOGAL PARDO, ’19
Information Security Consultant, CyberTech de Colombia
INI Career Outcomes

What do they do?
Security & Privacy | Back End Development | R&D | IoT | Software Engineer

What do they earn?
Median Salaries: 2020: $133,000 | 2019: $135,000

Areas of expertise and interest:
Distributed Networks | Embedded Systems | Cyber Defense
Internet of Things | Offensive SE | Cloud Security
Performance & Capacity | Site Reliability Engineering | Production Engineer
Backend SE | Risk & Threat Research
Do you see yourself here?
We hope you’ll connect with us!